THE 2018 SKY CHANGERS AWARDS
September 13,2018 1-3pm | The Battery, San Francisco, California

CAN ANY ONE PERSON CHANGE THE SKY?

What was previously an absurd question is today one of necessity. Leaders are needed
to spearhead rapid reductions in atmospheric pollution. The 2018 Sky Changers Awards
celebrate such leaders with the aim of inspiring more leaders.
The ceremony will honor scientists and change-makers from China, Indonesia, California and the Congo.
We will hear from leaders who use education, science, partnerships and grit to achieve measurable results.
If you’re coming, you’ll meet inspiring people who are solving climate change at scale and at speed.
The Sky Changers Awards will give amazing leaders the chance to highlight and share their experience
through videos, brief speeches and an active panel discussion. Inspiration will spread.
PARTICIPATING PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS
• Tim Jarvis is a world famous explorer and climate change scientist and activist. Jarvis is the founder
of 25 Zero, an initiative to save 25 glaciers through activism and education. Tim’s terrifying re-creation
of Earnest Shackleton’s 1914 Antarctic Exploration and rescue mission, with a replica boat and original
gear was captured in the documentary “Chasing Shackleton.”
• Ibu Nur Masripatin is Indonesia's top climate change official. Masripatin has helped draft climate
change legislation and continues to find time to teach tomorrow's leaders.
• The “2018 California Carbon Fest” participants from China’s State Forestry Administration, the
University of California Berkeley’s College of Natural Resources, Indonesia’s Center for Climate Risk
and Opportunity Management and Congo’s University of Kinshasa. Collaborating through international
academic partnerships to tackle terrestrial carbon mapping and analyses for the iconic Blue Natural
Reserve of the University of California.
• The Battery and Battery Powered: hosting the Sky Changers awards and showcasing actions that
measurably go beyond meeting the Paris Agreement targets.
• Santa Barbara Bucket Brigade, California’s home-grown heroes, first responders and community members
leading recovery efforts after the State’s worst fire and flood double-whammy.
• Other invited special guests to be announced.
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